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ANNEXES

I. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED INCENDIARY AGENTS

II. BIBLIOGRAPHY
2. Page 4, paragraph 3, sixteenth line
   For it was also read it is also

3. Page 8, paragraph 14, second line
   For weed read wood

4. Page 8, paragraph 16, first line
   For oxygen of air read oxygen or air

5. Page 9, paragraph 17, eleventh line
   For thermates described in paragraphs 11 and 12. read thermate described in paragraphs 20 and 21.

6. Page 12, paragraph 33, fifteenth line
   For so think read so thin

7. Page 16, paragraph 47, second line
   For main armament or read main armament of

8. Page 17, foot-note 8, first line
   For various air fuel-air explosive read various fuel-air explosive

9. Page 23, paragraph 77
   The third and fourth sentences should read
   It is therefore at this phase - during the initial spread of fire away from the burning incendiaries - that counter-measures are best directed. The phase may be quite short.

10. Page 51, paragraph 190, eleventh line
    For researched with vigour. read reassessed with vigour.

11. Annex I, page 1, fifth column of table, sixth entry
    Opposite Pyrogel insert 1,200-1,600
12. Annex I, page 1, fourth column of table, seventh entry
   Opposite Pyrogel insert 8,000

13. Annex I, page 2, fourth column of table, fourth entry
   Opposite Napalm insert 10,000

   The figure 800-1,200 applies to the four entries.
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